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     The Video Project: Your Life in A Day is about to "capture a moment in a 
day" or rather something in your day per se. Just record a part of your day and 
share to others, showing them what part of your day is like. The thinking behind 
my choice was how much my own dog brings out my soft side and makes me 
calm whenever I have the chance to chill with her. When I can pay attention to 
her; often times when she wants to snuggle with me it's when I'm busy with 
something but the thought still counts.

Storyboard Layout

     My thought process behind selecting these visual ideas and camera angles 
to execute this is to capture general relationship of a pet owner (dog owner) to 
their dog. I may not add music or I don't see my video having any music but if I 
do, I'll try to find a decent song for the job. That also includes sound effects as 
well if I also do find a place for them. Including any other special effect that I 
manage to do that's allowed in the project.



Mind Mapping

     Originally, this and my Mind Map was going to be on creativity, animation in 
particular. Due to my busy schedule, I was sadly unable to take the challenge in 
making it. Thus, I changed my word subject to "Pet owner (Dog owner)" to make
things easier/workable within my schedule. Plus, I get to show off a perspective 
to others on why pet owners own pets or dogs at this rate.

     While the layer of color and text was easy, there was trouble. Due to
Photoshop not having tools as what other video software does, that all in itself is
a major obstacle to overcome. So I did what I could for some effects to be 
executed decently, like a simple fade in and fade out. I also realized that I had to
cut some of the clips to be shorter to not exceed the 7 minute limit as well as not
making it long, boring and repetitive. Plus, I felt for charm, I left the original audio
alone.


